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Introduction
I've had the great honour of being able to blog for An Awfully Big Blog
Adventure now for six months. It's a great platform. Members of the Scattered
Authors Society, a collection of writers producing literature for children and
young adults, are able to write about anything they wish. Topics range from
writing to education and from film to ancient literature. As a blogger, I write a
piece for the 22nd of each month and it is terrifically freeing to get to vent my
feverish mind onto the screen.
To celebrate my half-year anniversary, I wanted to collect the articles together
and offer them to you in this free ebook.
Enjoy and be sure to check out the rest of the bloggers at
http://awfullybigblogadventure.blogspot.co.uk/
Best wishes,
Dan Metcalf :¬)
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tips, book recommendations and more, direct from Dan's brain to
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Going it alone - by Dan Metcalf
At some point in their career, most writers who are getting paid will have to
register for self-assessment tax and go freelance. It's a scary moment,
especially if, like me, you had only ever had a salaried job. Before doing I went
freelance, I asked self-employed friends what the experience is like, and most
had always been working for themselves, so they knew no different. There's no
holidays, they'd say, and worries of future income drying up are always
present, but what irked me was how little they could tell me about the
practicalities of working for yourself. I wanted to hear how difficult it was to
register for tax, or who I had to talk to before I jumped into freelance work.
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I'm here to tell you that it's not that hard. Registering for tax is pretty simple,
and there is a helpline for disnumerates like me to get assistance. The
government wants you to be successful – it's in their interests, as they'll be
taking a slice of your money for tax anyway. And you don't need to ask anyone
to start working for yourself. You just do it.
I started as a part-time freelancer and really pushed myself to go full-time
freelance as soon as the work picked up, because the job market is so dicey. I
had been threatened with redundancy three times in my career as a librarian in
just under ten years and the final time they managed to squeeze me out. Job
club beckoned. I took the plunge and leapt into working for myself. It's hard,
but fun. A friend of mine runs a business/marking consultancy and is seeing
more and more people setting up on their own due to the recession, and loving
it.
If you want to work for yourself, take a look at the government advice here
and other than that, KEEP ALL YOUR RECEIPTS. You'll see why.
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How do you know when your book is any good? By Dan Metcalf
The question of 'How do you know when your book is any good?' cropped up
on a discussion topic and I found myself feeling quite passionate about my
answer. So here goes:
I think you know when your book is good when it excites you. When you can't
wait to dive back in and go through it with a fine toothcomb and rewrite it.
When you think about it all the time – in the shower, on the drive to work,
during mealtimes and in a meeting when you really should be paying attention
to what the other person is saying. When you find yourself sneaking a look at
the manuscript during the time you're supposed to be letting it rest in a drawer.
And when the characters play on in your mind long after you've put down the
pen, chattering and arguing in their own unique voice.
If you hate writing the story, if you can't face another day in front of the
keyboard, or if you plain old can’t stand your characters, then put it aside or try
to reinvent the story so that it is fun for you to write. If you don't have fun
writing it, then no one will have fun reading it. Be your own biggest fan, and
write the story you want to read.
So don't rewrite something if you know it’s really good, unless you or your
editor have a blinkin' good reason to find fault in it. And yes, if it doesn't excite
you, cast it aside! You should be your own critic, but unfortunately I think most
writers have a very loud internal critic already, poo-pooing their ideas before
they hit paper. I'd just like to fly the flag for believing in your own work, and
making sure that you love every last letter of it.
How do you feel about this? What safeguards have you got in place to ensure
your writing doesn't suck? Let me know in the comments.
Dan Metcalf - www.danmetcalf.co.uk
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New Fictions, By Dan Metcalf

The novel, the art form in which a lot of us writers on ABBA create our art, has
been around for about 300 years. Before that, you had to settle for plays,
poems and pamphlets, or be content with staring at a field or embroidering a
sample for your entertainment. I have always found it mind-boggling that there
was once a world without novels, but of course there was; before 1895 there
was no such thing as a film, and before the printing press, there was precious
little to read at all (if you could read, that is).
Which lead me to presume that other forms of art have yet to be invented too;
the virtual reality experience is really in its infancy at the moment but experts
believe that it will take off very soon following the launch of the Oculus Rift and
the photo-real graphics of the games played on it. Web-series and transmedia
projects are an interesting space to watch, but at the moment are not breaking
through to the mainstream.
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I've been keen to find an art form that is non-digital and tells a story of sorts,
and came across the book 'A New Oklahoma Masterplan' by Sean Bonner &
Allen Morgenstern. The book reads like a tongue-in-cheek proposal to a council
meeting, like a spoof TED talk put down on paper. With chapter titles such as
'America is like Britney Spears' and 'Can America Even Get Any Better?' you
can tell this is not a serious venture, but as the book goes along you find that
the central proposal, to turn Oklahoma into a giant waterpark, is not only
tenable, but they've done the maths. It would actually work. Now all they need
is a crazy billionaire to fund it (and there are plenty of those about).Another
example is the non-linear book 'S', created by JJ Abrams (Lost, MI2, Star Trek
& Wars). The book, complete with footnotes, scribbled on pages, unusual
bookmarks that convey part of the story and hidden clues throughout, is an
experiment in non-traditional storytelling, and it bends my brain to think how
they even began writing it.And a while ago I came across this article from
Gizmodo, the story of Gille Trehin.
"Spending a decade (or two) on a project isn’t uncommon amongst urban
planners. Gilles Trehin is one of them. Except in Trehin’s case, the project is
entirely fictional, and the scale is monumental.
Trehin has devoted the past twenty years to designing Urville, a city of twelve
million on an imaginary European island. He started drawing when he was five
and began working on Urville when he was fifteen. Since then, he’s produced
hundreds of architectural drawings of the city."

Trehin is autistic, allowing him to concentrate in great detail when creating his
imaginary city. Twenty years on the same project? I'm lucky if I can train my
brain to settle on something for twenty minutes.
His book on the city is available on Amazon. Interestingly, this is filed under
'fiction'. Which is undoubtedly is, of course, but this work of fiction is one which
has no narrative, as such, apart from the history of the city which Trehin has
made up. It's not a novel. It's not a poem. It's not even an architectural book,
really. Is this a fiction all of its very own?
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How often is it you come across a completely new type of fiction? This is
something which is genuinely original, and which probably could not be copied.
A rare feat.
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Be Prepared - By Dan Metcalf

I'm writing this from a damp, hot and sticky campsite in North Devon where my
children have gone feral and I have given up hope of ever seeing civilisation
again. It is times like this that my thoughts fall, not unfairly, to dystopian fiction.
There is a dystopic, end-of-the-world saga in my head somewhere which is
currently arguing with itself over what format it wants to be; comics? Novels?
Long form spoken word podcast? I try to leave it alone to sort itself out but
occasionally I have to top up the brain with a dram of research. It's no tea
party, I can tell you. I once started a dissertation on dystopias in film, but
abandoned it after the viewing got too bleak (I chose sitcoms instead). I've
read books on the apocalypse and novels that depict the end of humanity. Key
titles would be Z for Zachariah, Brother in the Land and any zombie related
title. But it's the non-fiction research that really freaks me out.
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Out there in the world are a community of people with one thing in common; a
fervent belief in the end of the world as we know it - or TEOTWAWKI as it is
handily abbreviated online. These people call themselves Preppers, as in, being
prepared (probably ex-scouts taking the motto to the extreme, I dunno). They
arm themselves, they stockpile tinned goods, they place caches of ammo and
gold in secret places and build huge underground bunkers in their back
gardens.
There was a time when we were all Preppers of course. The aforementioned
novels play on the idea that the world would soon be bombed to hell by warring
nations and the little people would be the ones having to make the best of life in
a never ending nuclear winter. Indeed, I am of a generation that can distantly
recall the testing of sirens in the street. Some may even remember the next-touseless duck and cover advertisements that 'prepared' us all for a nuclear
warhead dropping on our heads (thinking about it, they were entirely useless).
The modern day Preppers are a tad more organised, and mostly distrust the
governments of the world to advise them. The cause of a modern
TEOTWAWKI is less clear; terrorist action? Climate change? The big money (if
you'll pardon the expression) is on a massive financial collapse on a global
scale, driving people onto the streets and making scavengers of us all. The
Preppers in this instance take their families and dive underground, where their
state-of-the-art bunkers have air and water recycling systems, big screen TVs
and a massive amount of tinned goods. (If you're interested, the Netflix series
Doomsday Bunkers is an eye-opener)
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The real thing that shocked me about the Prepper community is how much
sense it made. While some are clearly delusional, some Preppers have science
and reason on their side. Keeping a can of petrol in your car? Makes sense. A
small stash of bottled water and food? Makes sense. Wrapping tin foil around
your head to drive out the electronic signals? Okay, makes less sense, but I
stand by the first two. Hey, it wasn't long ago that the UK government issued a
leaflet to all households on how to prepare for an emergency. How many still
have it and have the emergency store they recommended?
And going underground for 6-12 months? Sounds partly like hell, but the writer
in me kind of likes the idea. Imagine the writing I'd get done! I could read all
those books I'd been meaning to read! And no facebook and clickbait!
Preppers stock their bunkers with libraries and DVDs, but if you're a real
reader like me, what do you choose to take with you into Armageddon? I'm
reminded of HG Wells' Time Machine, where the time traveller takes just three
books with him to the future, never to return. What would you take?
The reason all this appeals to me as a writer? I like the idea of world building. I
want to create a society from the ground up, and to start anew. Isn't that what
we all do when we write a story? We create leaders, hierarchies, enemies and
allies. We create friends and support systems, as well as challenges and
disasters. The real reason people like dystopic fiction is because it provides us
a glimpse into a world which has had to start again.
Now if you'll excuse me, I have to go and stop my sons from going full-on Lord
of the Flies.
;¬)
www.danmetcalf.co.uk
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The Burden of the Educator, by Dan Metcalf

Education is a scary word, isn't it? It practically reeks of authority and grownupness. It is particularly scary when you find yourself in the job of actually
providing any sort of education related services or materials, as I accidentally
did recently.
With two older sisters as teachers and seeing the sheer amount of work they
came home with, I was dead set that I would have nothing to do with teaching.
I always saw it as a grown-up profession, something that you have to wear a
tie for and in my teens I was adamant that I didn't want that sort of career.
Indeed, the only sort of career I liked was the one defined as “to move swiftly
and in an uncontrolled way”. I went to university after being encouraged by my
extremely patient careers guidance officer to apply, on the understanding that
'you can always drop out if you find something else you want to do'.
Somewhere along the way I forgot this bit of advice and just carried on with the
degree, although I never did find something else I wanted to do, apart from
drink cans of Fosters from 10am and watch The Simpsons.
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On emerging from the confines of University with a degree in writing, I had a
on/off relationship with a career in the film industry and then ended up in retail
before embarking on a 'proper' job, that of a librarian. Curiously I never
equated my role as the organiser and curator of information as that of an
educator (which I had vowed never to be), but many would argue that the
position of librarian is firmly entrenched in the education sector. I encountered
mature students, home learners and every summer would help to keep
children's reading skills up to scratch by way of the Summer Reading
Challenge. I even jumped ship towards academic libraries for a long period but
it never occurred to me that I was becoming that which I feared most: an
Educator.
When I was laid off due to cut-backs (Thanks Coalition Government!), I seized
the opportunity to take my side-career of writing more seriously. I had already
been ghost-writing for a while and it seemed possible. Amazingly I secured a
contract to write a series for a – gasp! - education publisher! I took to taking
deep breaths and began whispering to myself 'Don't panic, Dan. Just make up
the stories like you always do...'

But my Lottie Lipton books were based in the British Museum and so required
a fair amount of research on the historic artefacts there. I had included fun
puzzles at the end of each chapter to engage the reader. My themes covered
the ancient Egyptians, Romans and Greeks. The editorial team even started to
bombard me with questions: 'Is this object really in the British Museum?' or
'Could we change this part for accuracy?'.
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“I don't know!” I wanted to shout. “I made it up – that's what I do!”. With a few
stiff drinks and the application of bum-to-seat to do some actual work, I got
through it.
Then the school visits began. I found myself facing classes or even whole
schools, each pair of eyes looking at me to teach them about how to write, and
what I write about. Hands started to go up; questions were asked. Then I
found the most amazing thing; it's cool to be a teacher. The students look up to
you, they repay you for your imparting of information in ways I never knew
possible. On a recent schools tour to promote my newest books, The Eagle of
Rome and The Catacombs of Chaos, I was handed pictures and thank you
cards, complete with suggestions for future Lottie Lipton Adventures (Vampires
vs Zombies, anyone?)
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Being an educator is a terrific burden, which I why I take my metaphorical hat
off to teachers, teaching assistants and librarians everywhere (not that you're
reading this. By the time this is posted you'll be on your summer hols, prancing
in a meadow of poppies singing 'I'm free! I'm free!'. Or sleeping for a month,
whichever you feel you need to do most). But I think I know now why so many
do it; it's rewarding and fun. I now go into schools as much as possible and
enjoy every second. It's not like teaching everyday of course; I get to be the
cool/weird guy who infects the students with ideas and then leaves the teacher
to deal with them and calm them down. I'm kind of like an uncle who baby-sits
for a day, feeds your kids three tubes of smarties and then hands them back at
the peak of their sugar high. Only, y'know, in a creative way...

So I have now made my peace with being an 'educator' (of sorts) and embrace
the role wholeheartedly, rejecting the fear that comes with the burden. But I
sti l l won't wear a tie...Dan Metcalf is the writer of The Lottie Lipton
Adventures. The Eagle of Rome and The Catacombs of Chaos are published
on 28th July by Bloomsbury Education. See danmetcalf.co.uk for more info on
Dan and his books.
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Automatic Fiction: Your time is nigh, puny humans. By Dan Metcalf

Fiction is littered with self-aware computers, capable of thought and artificial
intelligence: HAL in 2001, Eddie the upbeat computer in the Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy and Holly in Red Dwarf. But in today's world, the increasingly
bizarre 21st Century, we now have real computers that can create fiction.
Naturally, it's with mixed results.
There are scores of examples of people programming computers to make
stories. There is even a competition each year for the coding community to
make their own in NaNoGenMo, a light-hearted spin-off from National Novel
Writing Month where the aim is to write code that auto-generates a 50,000
word 'novel'. The works produced are unlikely to set the literary world on fire;
one is a reproduction of Moby Dick but with the words swapped for the word
'meow' in varying word lengths (EG: 'Call me Ishmael' becomes 'Meow me
Meeeeow'.). Another is a repetitious story that tells a story within a story within
a story (It was a dark and stormy night, the ship was sinking; "Tell us a story,
Captain!" the crew begged. The Captain began: It was a dark and stormy
night, etc, etc, etc...).
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But every movement starts somewhere; Charles Babbage started with a plan
and a bunch of cogs. NaNoGenMo is primarily for amateur and hobbyist
coders, who like to produce fun but essentially pointless apps. The real work is
being done in computer science labs in universities around the world, most
notably the Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta, where Mark Riedl and
colleagues have developed Scheherazade. This program uses AI to research
how humans describe actions and then it retells a list of actions it is given in a
designated style. For example:
John opened the bank door.
John went in the open bank door.
John looked around the bank.
Sally the bank teller noticed John.
John approached Sally.
Sally smiled at John.
John said hello to Sally.
John told Sally he had a gun.
Becomes:

John took another deep breath as he wondered if this was really a good idea,
and entered the bank. John stepped into line behind the last person and waited
his turn. When the person before John had finished, John slowly walked up to
Sally. The teller said, “Hello, my name is Sally, how can I help you?” Sally got
scared when John approached because he looked suspicious. John pulled out a
handgun that was concealed in his jacket pocket. John wore a stern stare as he
pointed the gun at Sally. Sally was very scared and screamed out of fear for her
life. In a rough, coarse voice, John demanded the money. John threw the empty
bag onto the counter. John watched as Sally loaded the bag and then grabbed it
from her once she had filled it. Sally felt tears streaming down her face as she
let out sorrowful sobs. John strode quickly from the bank and got into his car
tossing the money bag on the seat beside him. John slammed the truck door
and, with tyres screaming, he pulled out of the parking space and drove away.

Which, I think you'll agree, is fairly impressive for a heap of silicon chips.
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It doesn't stop at books either. Artificial Intelligence is being used to write
tweets, music, create art and write screenplays (which explains a lot about the
current state of Hollywood cinema). The results are again underwhelming. Take
a look at the film that was written by an AI computer. It's no Casablanca (or
even Ishtar) but could it pass for an experimental sci-fi film? Probably.
So should authors be worried?
Yes. And No.
Yes, because the growth of ebook sales and so-called 'Authorpreneurs' have
highlighted how easy it is to flood the market with material, and how a
surprising amount of badly written books are sold. Until now it has been the
reserve of how-to books and non-fiction but maybe one day a plucky coder will
work out how to generate ten books a day to satisfy a voracious audience.
No, because I for one believe that quality will rise to the top and that for now a
computer will not be capable of producing a novel with that most elusive of
qualities; heart.

For now...
What do you think? What other examples of computer-generated fiction can you
think of? Will AI replace authors?

More linky things on this subject:
https://www.theguardian.com/books/2014/nov/11/can-computers-write-fictionartificial-intelligence https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn26377-told-by-arobot-fiction-by-storytellingcomputers/http://www.bbc.co.uk/culture/story/20150122-could-a-robot-write-anovel http://www.theverge.com/2014/11/25/7276157/nanogenmo-robot-authornovel
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Checkout Dan at danmetcalf.co.uk

Like what you see?
You can see more articles from Dan Metcalf every month on the
Awfully Big Blog Adventure. Why not subscribe to his newsletter to
give you news, writing tips and book recommendations, once a
month?. You won't regret it!
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